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Scottish education used to be the pride of a society that valued free thinking and 
academic rigour. Yet the latest statistics on pupil attainment give deep cause for concern. 
They show that less than half of pupils are capable of getting five decent grades at the 
end of compulsory education. The trend is flat with a sharp deterioration this year. 
 
Scotland was one of the world’s first mass literate societies. The protestant reformers’ 
insistence that worshippers should be able to read the Bible for themselves spilled over 
into a wider ethos of educational attainment. It was spread through the parish school 
system and fed into the existing network of universities. 
 
Education is still held in high esteem by Scots, but the evidence is that performance no 
longer matches expectations. This has severe implications for our economic performance 
and the well-being of society as a whole. At a moment where the Scottish Government’s 
budgetary problems will necessitate a fundamental review of public service provision, we 
must be prepared to take radical steps to improve the performance of our schools. 
 
The best measure of school attainment shows the number of pupils who get at least five 
good grades at Standard Grade or Intermediate level. It includes all pupils, before the self 
selecting process of deciding who stays and who leaves full time education. It uses exam 
outcomes as the only concrete measure of performance over time. And it includes the key 
subjects of English and Maths, as the best way of guarding against data that is inflated by 
choosing less demanding subjects. 
 
Of course, no exam can capture the whole educational experience, but this measure is the 
best we have, and the only one that is comparable over time, and crucially, against other 
UK jurisdictions. There is a widely accepted equivalence between Scottish exams and the 
others that is used by employers, statisticians, universities and others so that they have a 
usable and comparable guide to the qualifications achieved by different individuals. It is 
used as the gold standard of school performance by educationalists and the Department of 
Education in London.  
 
It is unpublished by the Scottish Government, though officials collected the data in the 
last few days. 
 
The graphs below shows performance over time. The trend has been broadly flat, and the 
2009/10 figures have fallen back to the 45% mark achieved in 1997 (although this year’s 
figures have not been adjusted by the process of appealing results, which typically adds a 



percentage point or so to the total). The best piece of evidence that we have, therefore, 
shows no progress at all in school education for the last thirteen years. 
 
In absolute terms, it is deeply worrying that less than half of our children cannot achieve 
this basic threshold of performance (the definition of ‘good grades’ is Standard Grade at 
1-3; Intermediate 2 at A-C; Intermediate 1 at A). 
 
The picture becomes even worse when the data is taken in a relative context. Firstly, 
there is deep inequality of outcomes in Scottish schooling. Our worst education authority 
is in our greatest city, Glasgow. Here, only a third of pupils make the grade. But in 
nearby East Dunbartonshire, that figure is doubled. This shows what is possible – the five 
good grades test need not be a particularly challenging barrier. But it also demonstrates 
the deep social divisions that mar our society. The idea that comprehensive education 
provides opportunity for all is a myth. 
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Secondly, the lack of progress in education has come at a time when the resources put 
into schooling have increased dramatically. Over the last decade, the amount spent per 
pupil in Scotland has roughly doubled. True, education is not a service that will ever 
respond instantly to greater inputs. Individuals react only over time to improved 
education, and schools are complex institutions that arguably take a while to turn around. 
But to get absolutely no measurable return over ten years or more for billions of pounds 
of extra spending is shocking. Particularly since schools in England have been improving 
over the same period, and on this measure now perform better than their Scots 
counterparts. 
 



Spending and attainment in Scottish state schools
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Two serious issues spring to mind. First, that our educational system does not appear to 
be set up to put extra resources to good use. This would seem to point to an inherent 
inflexibility to adapt to changing circumstances, good or bad, which bodes ill for its 
efficacy as a whole. If schools cannot adapt to new money, what will stimulate them? In 
essence, the education system seems to suffer from a major productivity problem and an 
inability to innovate. 
 
Second, all those wasted billions amount to a scandalous misuse of public money. There 
have been big opportunity costs to all this. The funds could have been used to reduce 
taxes, thus boosting economic growth. Or else to improve other public services such as 
healthcare. Will anyone be held to account for this? 
 
One of the problems with Scottish public services such as the schools system is that there 
is so little public awareness of the problems we face. Very few Scots have the money or 
opportunity to experience what is on offer elsewhere. Unlike with other goods or 
services, there is no marketplace to compare quality or cost. 
 
You would have thought that, if it prevents consumer choice, government would be duty 
bound to compare the performance of the service it offers to what is available elsewhere. 
Yet we have already seen how the Scottish Government fails to publish or draw attention 
to the data discussed here. And in August the Education Minister announced that 
Scotland is withdrawing from two of the three main international comparative studies of 
pupil performance. It is perhaps no surprise that the remaining study in which 
involvement will continue (the OECD’s PISA study) is the only one that ranks Scots 
pupils as above average, though like other evidence it points to relative decline over time. 
 
The failure of education policy is thrown into sharp relief by the recession and the 
budgetary crisis. The Scottish Government must act to boost growth and reform the 
public sector, and education has a major role to play in both endeavours. Excellent 



schools bring a double economic advantage, by producing an effective labour force and 
attracting skilled workers who demand good schools for their children. And if the 
Scottish Government is to absorb budget cuts without raising taxation, it will have to 
improve productivity in an education sector that accounts for 22% of its budget. 
 
Scotland has a highly centralised model of schooling, which has declined in relative 
performance in recent years despite a big increase in spending. The model has to change. 
Currently, everything from the curriculum to the pay and conditions of staff is set by a 
central bureaucracy. It is difficult to think of any field of human endeavour where this 
approach is a recipe for success, let alone the teaching of children. 
 
Many other developed and developing countries are moving to liberate schools to 
respond to new techniques and changing patterns of demand in their own way. To take 
just one example, there is a trend internationally to much more efficient use of buildings, 
with schools leasing commercial premises just as other businesses do. Contrast that with 
the extraordinarily expensive programme of new Victorian-style school building that has 
taken pace in Scotland over the last few years. 
 
The Scottish Government maintains an admirable emphasis on education. However, 
resources and effort are overwhelmingly channelled in the direction of the producer 
(teachers, unions and school administrators), rather than the consumer (pupils, parents 
and employers). This of course reflects the lines of accountability in the sector. Scottish 
school education needs to be turned upside down. 
 
Tom Miers is an independent public policy analyst. 
 
 


